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Basic Concepts 

What is workload? why and how to manage?

Service definition 

Classification rules 

Service Class

Performance goals

Importance

Service Class Period



WHAT IS WORKLOAD?

To workload management, “work” is a demand 
for service, such as a batch job, CICS, DB2, or IMS 
transaction, a TSO/E logon, or a TSO/E command 

All work that runs in the system is classified into 
workloads. 

Workloads and performance goals are defined in 
service definition.   



But Why manage 
WORKLOAD?

One of the strengths of the mainframe platform in a commercial 
environment is the ability to run multiple workloads at the same 
time (with thousands of concurrent transactions) within one z/OS 
image or across multiple images in a Parallel Sysplex.

These workloads may be of differing importance to the business
and have differing needs for system resources. As a result, they 
will have different priorities when competing system resources.



OK How to manage workload?

WLM a z/OS 
component, uses these 

goal definitions to 
manage the work 

across all systems in 
sysplex.

The user classifies the 
work running on the 

z/OS operating system 
in distinct service 

classes and defines 
goals for them that 

express the expectation 
of how the work should 

perform. 

The idea of z/OS 
Workload Manager is to 

make a contract 
between the user and 
the operating system. 



Overview

The 
following are 
the steps to 
implement 
goal mode: 

Set up performance objectives

Set up a service definition from the performance 
objectives

Implement the WLM ISPF administrative application

Allocate the WLM couple data set

Make available the WLM couple data set to the sysplex

Install your service definition on the WLM couple data 
set

Adjust SMF recording

Activate your service policy



Then define optional service policy constructs:

Report classes
Resource 

groups
Application 

environments
Scheduling 

environments

Then define classification rules and one or more service policies. The base 
service definition contains one or more service policies with constructs:

Service classes Workloads Classification rules

To setup service definition, identify the workloads, the resource groups, the 
service classes, the service class periods, and the goals based on performance 

objectives. 
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SERVICE 
POLICY 
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A service policy is a named set of overrides to the goals in 
the service definition. One or more service policies can be 
defined. 

You can have different policies to specify goals intended for 
different times. Service policies are activated by an 
operator command, or through the ISPF administrative 
application utility function. 

A policy applies to all of the work running in a sysplex. 

To start workload management processing, you must 
define at least one service policy. You can activate only one 
policy at a time

SERVICE POLICY



Service class 

A service class has 
the following 

parameters:

• Importance Define importance to your business 

• Performance goal  Desired level of service that WLM 
uses to determine the amount of resource to give to a 
unit of work

• Resource Group (optional) A Resource Group defines:

• Minimum CPU service required (protection)

• Maximum CPU service limit (capping)

• CPU Critical (optional) Defined for a service class for 
long-term CPU protection for critical work. 

• Storage Critical (optional) Defined for a service class 
to assign long-term storage protection to critical work.  
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Goal Types  
Average Response Time 

• Average Response Time is the expected amount of time required to complete the work submitted under the service class, 
in milliseconds, seconds, minutes, and hours.

Percentile Response Time

• Percentile Response Time is the percentage of work in that period that should complete within the response time (for 
example, 80% of transactions ended in 0.5 of a second).

Execution velocity  

• Velocity goals define the acceptable amount of delay for work when work is ready to run. Execution velocity goals are 
intended for work for which response time goals are not appropriate, such as started tasks, or long running batch work.

Discretionary 

• Are for low priority work for which you do not have any particular performance goal. Workload management then 
processes the work using resources not required to meet the goals of other service classes.



A service class is associated to only one workload and 
it can consist of one or more periods (specified 
through the DURATION keyword).

Performance periods are available for work that has 
variable resource requirements and for which your 
goals change as the work uses more resources. 

You specify a goal, an importance, and a duration for 
a performance period. 

Duration is the amount of service that period should 
consume before going on the next goal. Duration is 
specified in service units.

You can specify up to eight performance periods. 

Service Class Period



Service Class and Report Class

Qualifiers

•LU Name

•Job name

•….

Subsystem 
type 

•ASCH

•CICS

•…

Arriving 
work

The classification rules for a subsystem are 
specified in terms of transaction qualifiers such 
as job name or transaction class. 

These qualifiers identify groups of transactions 
that should have the same performance goals 
and importance.

The attributes of incoming work are compared 
to these qualifiers and, if there is a match, the 
rule is used to assign a service class to the work. 

A subsystem can also have a default class for 
work that does not match any of the rules

Classification Rules



Subsystem Types

Subsystem 
Types

ASCH
CB

CICS

DB2

DDF

EWLM

IMS

IWEB

JESLSFM

MQ

NETV

OMVS

SOM

STC

TSO

SYSH
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Inside WLM – Step by step
Overview 

When work enters, what happens?

How WLM monitors work?

How WLM evaluates work?

How WLM adjust resource?

Other functions – Capping 



How WLM manages works ?

A solution for managing workload distribution, 
workload balancing, and distributing resources 

to competing workloads

MVS workload management is the combined 
cooperation of various MVS subsystems (CICS, 

IMS,DB2,TSO etc)

WLM will constantly monitor the system and 
adapt processing to meet the goals.



How WLM manages works ?

Workload management algorithms use the service definition information and internal 
monitoring feedback to check how well they are doing in meeting the goals. The algorithms 

periodically adjust the allocation of resource as the workload level changes.

Workload management coordinates and shares performance information across the sysplex. 
How well it manages one system is based on how well the other systems are also doing in 
meeting the goals. If there is contention for resources, workload management makes the 

appropriate trade-offs based on the importance of the work and how well the goals are being 
met

In addition to internal feedback monitoring, workload management keeps track of what is 
happening in the sysplex in the form of real time performance data collection, and delay 
monitoring. All this information is available for performance monitors and reporters for 

integration into detailed reports.



A WLM address space exists in each system in a sysplex. 
The WLM address spaces communicate with each other 
using XCF services by joining an XCF group (SYSWLM) as 
each system joins the sysplex.

A WLM couple data set is defined for storing the service 
definition information. 

The service definition contains all the information about 
the installation that is needed for WLM. There is one service 
definition for the entire sysplex. 

WLM in Sysplex



Each subsystem has its own transaction work qualifiers. The 
attributes of incoming work are compared to these qualifiers and, 
if there is a match, the rule is used to assign a service class to the 

work

WLM receives this request and then uses the classification rules 
defined by the installation to classify the new work by assigning a 

service class.

When each subsystems transaction manager receives a work 
request, it issues the IWMCLSFY service to associate an incoming 

work request with a service class.

When work enters  



How WLM monitors workload?

• WLM summarizes the system state 
information and combines it with 
measured data like CPU service or 
transaction end times

Every 10 seconds

• Using, when using CPU or DASD I/O

• Delayed, when delayed by CPU, 
storage, or I/O

• Idle, when without work (such as TSO 
or OMVS without transactions, an 
initiator without a job, APPC wait, or a 
server in STIMER wait)

• Unknown, when delayed by a non-
tracked WLM resource (such as ENQ or 
operator) or idle for a reason other 
than those listed under the idle state 
above

• Quiesced, when the unit of work is 
quiesced by the RESET operator 
command

Within each sample, a unit of 
work can be in one of the 
following states:

• In order to enforce goals and to track 
the performance of a sysplex, WLM 
samples the states of dispatchable 
units  

Every 250 milliseconds.



How WLM evaluates workloads?

WLM maintains a Performance Index (PI) for each 
service class period to measure how the actual 

performance varies from the goal. 

Because there are different types of goals, WLM 
needs to compare how well or how poorly workloads 
in one service class (SC) perform compared to other 
workloads. The comparison is possible through the 

use of the PI. PI is simply a ratio of defined goal to the 
achieved goal



Sysplex PIs

In the sysplex, every SC period can 

have two types of PIs:

• Local PI - tells how well the work 

is performing on the local system.

• Sysplex PI - tells us how well the 

work is performing in the sysplex

Meaning of the PI values

PI = 1
• Means that the SC period 

is exactly meeting its 
goal.

PI > 1
• Means that the SC period 

is missing its goal.

PI < 1
• Means that the SC period 

is beating its goal.

Were the goals met ?

PI = Defined goal
-----------------
Actual goal



How WLM adjusts ?

WLM basically manages 
CPU, DASD I/O devices, the 

system storage, server 
address spaces

The policy adjustment loop 
uses the sysplex PI at the 

beginning of each interval 
to decide whether there is 
an adjustment that it can 

take to improve the sysplex
PI for the most important 

service class period

All service classes are 
logically sorted by their 

importance and their goal 
achievement

The PI is periodically 
calculated and maintained 

for each service class 
period.



Then WLM searches one or multiple donors which also use the 
resource. 

After determining the receiver WLM examines its bottlenecks. The 
biggest bottleneck is those for which the highest number of delays has 

been found. 

The first receiver is the service class with the highest importance 
which does meet its goals and which has the worst PI. 

All service classes are logically sorted by their importance and their 
goal achievement. 

Policy Adjustment Function



Donor(s)

Then, WLM searches one or 
multiple donors that also 

use the resource. 

donors are searched by 
examining discretionary 

work first

Then from the lowest to 
the highest PI of “happy” 

service class periods. 

Receiver 

Importance=1 and global PI > 
1.

Importance=1 and local PI > 
1.

Importance=2 and global PI > 
1.

The process is repeated for 
each lower Importance level.

Side by Side



Resource Adjustment Functions

CPU 

Storage

I/O

Server Address Space



Access to the CPU is controlled through Dispatch Priorities. The 
dispatcher maintains a queue of ready work units which is sorted in 
priority order. 

The interesting range is from 203 to 247. WLM assigns these dispatch 
priorities to the user defined service classes which have a goal. The 
assignment is based on the CPU consumption, CPU demand and goal 
achievement of the work.

In the previous slides we saw that WLM determines through the 
performance index which service classes meet and which miss their goals. 
In the next step WLM start to look for a receiver by starting with the most 
important service class with the worst PI. Then it determines the resource 
for which an adjustment is required. 

For CPU, the service class with high number of CPU delays. Now WLM 
looks for donors. Based on the captured data WLM knows how much CPU 
is consumed by each service class and how much CPU is consumed by all 
work at the same dispatch priority. 

WLM logically moves the service class to higher dispatch priority  

• SYSTEM255

• SYSSTC, SYSSTC1-5254

• Reserved253 - 249

• Small consumer248

• Dynamically Managed Dispatch Priorities247 - 203

• Not used202

• Discretionary201 – 192

• Quiesce191

CPU Resources Adjusting 



There are multiple algorithms which go hand in hand to 
assure that the pages which are needed by the work is in the 
central storage of the system. 

Restrictive storage targets tell the real storage manager an 
upper limit of pages which can be kept in central storage for 
work and a protective storage target tells it that a certain 
amount of pages should always be available.

If the system gets more and more constraint it is possible to 
swap work out of storage so that the remaining work can 
make better use of it

These mechanisms, named the Multi Programming Level, 
control from a higher view point how many address spaces 
of each service class are allowed to be instorage at every 
given point in time.

4 types of storage targets

A storage target to protect a target number 
of pages in processor storage

Protective 
Processor

A storage target to preferentially migrate 
pages to AUX, if the current working set in 
processor storage is above this target

Restrictive 
Processor

A storage target to protect a target number 
of pages in central storage.

Protective 
Central

A storage target to preferentially steal pages 
from central storage if the current working 
set in central storage is above this target

Restrictive 
Central

Storage Resource Adjustment

STORAGE CRITICAL is an 
attribute for an address 
space or for the 
classification rules for CICS 
and IMS to help be 
protected against page 
stealing.

Storage 
protection 

in WLM



Server Address Spaces Adjustment
WLM also manages server address spaces for applications 
based on the number of executed units of work. 

The subsystems can use a set of programming interfaces to 
inform WLM about incoming work. 

In addition WLM supports a so called application 
environment which tells it how to start the server address 
spaces. 

Based on the incoming work requests and goal definitions of 
the service classes WLM starts and stops the server address 
spaces and optimizes the use of system resources for these 
applications.



Priority settings by type of work

For the I/O subsystem WLM supports a set of priorities for the access to 
DASD devices and for the channel subsystem itself. 

For DASD devices it is important to find out which service classes use the 
same set of volumes in order to assign meaningful priorities. In case the 
captured data tells WLM that a service class encounters many I/O delays 
the first step is to identify other service classes which use the same DASDs.

Between those it is now possible to set I/O priorities based on the 
importance, goal definitions and I/O demand of the work. Another 
possibility becomes available with the exploitation of Parallel Access 
Volumes

To manage I/O priorities, information is needed about the delays of each 
DASD device. When WLM wants to increase a service class period I/O 
priority, it does it with donor/receiver logic

FF System work

FE Importance 1 and 2 missing goals

FD Importance 1 and 2 missing goals

F9-FC Meeting goals - adjusted by ratio of 
connect time to elapsed time

F8 Discretionary

I/O Resource Adjustment



Capping and WLM

Capping controls the amount of CPU consumption by an 
IBM z System logical partition LPAR. 

In this context, CPU here is general purpose CPU and not a 
specialty processors like z Integrated Information Processor 
(zIIP), Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) or Internal Coupling 
Facility (ICF)

When capping occurs, the workload currently running on the 
LPAR is delayed.  If the WLM policy is set appropriately, the 
WLM will run the most critical work and delays the low-
importance work

One of the reasons for capping is to control cost

33



Capping Options 

Capping 
Options 

Initial 
Capping 

(Hard 
Cap)

LPAR 
Absolute 
Capping

Group 
Absolute 
Capping

Defined 
Capacity 

(Soft 
Capping)

Group 
Capacity 

Limit

Resource 
Group 

Capping

Absolute 
MSU 

Capping

34
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Reporting

What goals for the work?  

Goals met?  

What’s response time? 

Any bottlenecks? 



Execution velocity by report class

37



Service class period with an 
execution velocity 

38



Percentile Response time goal example

39



Overview by Sysplex

40
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DISPLAY WLM COMMAND

Example 1: 
To display 

the name of 
the active 

service 
policy, 

enter: D 
WLM

• The system responds with:
IWM025I  17.40.54  WLM DISPLAY 913                                    

ACTIVE WORKLOAD MANAGEMENT SERVICE POLICY NAME: WEEKDAY             

ACTIVATED: 2009/08/12  AT: 12:55:57  BY: USER01    FROM: SYS2  

DESCRIPTION: Weekday policy with ResGrp

RELATED SERVICE DEFINITION NAME: COEFFS

INSTALLED: 2009/08/12  AT: 12:55:51  BY: IBMUSER   FROM: SYS2       

WLM VERSION LEVEL:       LEVEL025                                   

WLM FUNCTIONALITY LEVEL: LEVEL025                                   

WLM CDS FORMAT LEVEL:    FORMAT 3                                   

STRUCTURE SYSZWLM_WORKUNIT STATUS: CONNECTED                        

STRUCTURE SYSZWLM_EBAE2097 STATUS: CONNECTED

STATE OF GUEST PLATFORM MANAGEMENT PROVIDER (GPMP): CONNECTED



DISPLAY WLM COMMAND

• D WLM,SYSTEM=wlteam9To display status information associated with 
system WLTEAM9, enter:

• D WLM,SYSTEMSTo display status information associated with all 
systems in the sysplex, enter:

• D WLM,APPLENV=db2payTo display the status of the application 
environment named DB2PAY, enter:

• D WLM,APPLENV=*To display status of all application environments, 
enter:

• D WLM,SCHENV=DB2LATETo display status of the scheduling environment 
DB2LATE, enter:

• D WLM,SCHENV=DB2*To display status of all scheduling environments in 
a sysplex beginning with the string ‘DB2’, enter:

• D WLM,RESOURCE=*,SYSTEMSTo display status of all resources on all systems in 
a sysplex, enter:



Subsystem types explained
APPC transaction programs  ASCH

Component Broker client object method requestsCB

CICS transactionsCICS

DB2 quires DB2

DB2 distributed data facility work requests.DDF

EWLM transactionEWLM

IMS requetsIMS

requests from the Web that are serviced by the Internet Connection Server (ICS), Domino® Go Webserver, or IBM HTTP Server for z/OSIWEB

JES2 or JES3 initiatesJES

all work from LAN Server for MVSLSFM

MQSeries Workflow workMQ

NetView network management subtasksNETV

work processed in z/OS UNIX System ServicesOMVS

SOM client object class binding requestsSOM

work initiated by the START and MOUNT commandsSTC

all commands issued from foreground TSO sessionsTSO

Identifies non-z/OS partitionsSYSH



Classification Rules

Classification rules determine how to assign 
incoming work to a service class and report class 

based on work qualifiers.

A work qualifier is what identifies a work request 
to the system. The first qualifier is the subsystem 

type that receives the work request. 

Classification rules are defined using WLM 
application.



Service class

Service Class

• Classifies the work into distinct 
classes called service classes 

• The user associates a goal with each 
class; the goal determines how 
much service the work in the class is 
able to receive.  

• Next, define importance work. In the 
case where several service classes 
do not achieve their target goals, 
the importance helps WLM decide 
which service class it should help get 
resources.



Importance 

Each service class is associated to an Importance level that 
specifies how important it is to your business. 

The importance defines how work is treated by the WLM. It 
indicates which service class period should receive resources 
in order to achieve the target goal. 

The absolute value specified is meaningless. What matters is 
the relative value. Importance is ignored when you are 
meeting your goals.

Discretionary work has implicitly no importance.  SYSTEM 
and SYSSTC work are considered the highest importance 
works because of their top dispatching priority.



Resource Group 

The Resource Group (RG) definition 
describes the amount of CPU capacity 

available to work associated to a specific 
service class. 

With RG:

• Limit (capping) the amount of CPU capacity available to 
the service classes. 

• Guarantee some minimum CPU capacity to the service 
classes when work in the group is missing its goals. 



Subsystem Type Qualifiers

Qualifiers

Accounting Information
Collection Name
Connection type
Correlation info
EWLM Service class
EWLM Transaction class
LU Name
Netid
Package Name
Perform
Plan Name
Priority 
Procedure Name
Process Name
Scheduling Env Name
Subsystem Collection Name
Subsystem Instance
Subsystem Parameter
Sysplex Name
System Name
Transaction/Job Class
Transaction/Job Name
Userid



Workload Manager Goal Mode Report
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